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THE PROBLEM…

• Over the last several years, “Cochrane Analysis” has come to be regarded 
as the definitive method of analysis for the quality and reliability of scientific 
data
• Results often used by CMS and private insurance for approval of payment
• Due to the sophistication of the statistical manipulations and relative lack of 

statistical expertise among clinicians
• The results have rarely been challenged

• HOWEVER, occasionally the results seem to defy rationality
• Suggests the possibility that the subjective determination of “quality” could be 

done in a manner to support a pre-determined conclusion



EXAMPLE

• “Surgical versus non-surgical treatment of lumbar spinal stenosis”
• Zaina et al. 2016 COCHRANE DATABASE OF SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

• Analyzed five prospective, randomized, controlled publications comparing 
surgery to non-surgery for lumbar stenosis
• Each concluded that surgery was superior to non-surgery

• This is consistent with surgeons daily observations

• Cochrane conclusion:
• “On the whole, these studies provide conflicting low-quality evidence on the 

effectiveness of surgery versus conservative treatment for LSS.  Study results 
preclude conclusions regarding whether surgical or non-surgical treatment 
provides better outcomes for people with LSS.”



HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?

• This presentation will:
• Examine the details of each of the five prospective studies
• Review the mechanics of a Cochrane analysis

• How it was originally constructed
• How quality is determined
• How conclusions are presented

• Show the conclusions of Zaina, 2016
• Review recommended changes to Cochrane analysis subsequent to its original 

construction
• Re-analyze the five prospective studies in light of the recommended changes
• Show the conclusions resulting from the re-analysis



FIVE STUDIES













WHAT IS A COCHRANE ANALYSIS?

• 1997
• 16 statisticians and epidemiologists held a 3 day meeting to develop the tool

• 7 areas of potential bias were determined
• Generation of the allocation sequence
• Concealment of the allocation sequence
• Blinding
• Attrition and exclusions
• Other ”generic” sources of bias
• Biases specific to the trial design

• Crossover, cluster randomized trials
• Biases that might be specific to clinical specialty



PROCESS

• A nominated meeting participant prepared a review of the empirical 
evidence

• Discussion of specific issues occurred
• A set of criteria for assessing protection from bias was proposed

• Adequate, in-adequate, unclear
• DECISIONS WERE MADE BY INFORMAL CONSENSUS
• Potential biases were then divided into “Domains” 

• Strategies for their assessment were agreed upon by INFORMAL CONSENSUS
• This created the original Cochrane Tool



SUBSEQUENT MODIFICATIONS

2003: van Tulder et al. Updated Method Guideline for Systemic Reviews in the 
Cochrane Collaboration Back Review Group. Spine 28:1290-1299.

2009: Furlan et al. Updated method guidelines for systematic reviews in the 
Cochrane Back Review Group. Spine 34:1929-1941.

2011: Higgins et al. The Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias 
in randomised trials. BMJ 33:d5928.



2011 “PRINCIPLES OF RISK ASSESSMENT

1. Do not use quality scales
2. Focus on internal validity
3. Assess the risk of bias in trial results, not the quality of reporting or 

methodological problems that are not directly related to risk of bias
4. Assessments of risk of bias require judgement
5. Choose domains to be assessed based on a combination of theoretical 

and empirical considerations
6. Focus on risk of bias in the data as represented in the review rather than as 

originally reported
7. Report outcome specific evaluations of risk of bias



ZAINA METHODOLOGY

• Used 6 domains
• Divided them into 11 potential sources of bias
• Subjective assessments of risk of bias were determined through consensus of 

two authors
• Inter-author reliability was not assessed 

• “we reached agreement on each study evaluation”















MY ANALYSIS

• Utilized same domains and potential sources of bias
• Interpreted the proscribed principles of risk assessment more closely as 

described by Higgins 2011
• Non-significant differences in baseline values in randomized groups should 

not be considered as high risk 



HIGGINS, 2011 CORRECTIONS OF EARLIER 
METHODOLOGY

1. ”It would  not reasonable to consider a trial “low quality” because of the 
absence of blinding” in surgical vs non-surgical trials.

2. “Quality (details) of reporting is not directly related to bias.”
3. “Block randomization is an acceptable randomization technique.”
4. “Quality of monitoring of compliance is not directly related to bias.”
5. Attrition is not directly related to bias if statistically accounted for.













HOW DOES THIS CHANGE THE ANALYSIS?

• Under ”allocation concealment” Zaina assesses this 
as “unclear risk”
• Justifies it with “details not provided”

• Higgins specifically states 
• “assess the risk of bias in trial results, not the quality of 

reporting”
• Therefore, I assess this as ”low risk”



HOW DOES THIS CHANGE THE ANALYSIS?

• Both Zaina and I assess “blinding” as “high risk”
• Higgins clearly states:

• ”blinding may not be feasible in many non-drug 
trials, and it would not be reasonable to consider the 
trial a low quality because of the absence of 
blinding”

• This issue was also thoroughly addressed by 
O’Toole and Traynelis
• Journal of Neurosurgey: Spine 14:555-560, 2011



HOW DOES THIS CHANGE THE ANALYSIS?

• Zaina assesses high risk of bias in Amundson 
• “only completers were assessed”

• Reality
• 14 of 100 patients were lost to follow–up at 10 years 

due to DEATH
• Not reasonable to judge this as high risk
• This would make it impossible for ANY studies of the 

elderly EVER to reach high quality data
• The same argument is true for “other bias”



HOW DOES THIS CHANGE THE ANALYSIS?

• Zaina rates compliance as “high risk”
• compliance in the non-surgical group was not 

closely monitored
• BUT…this analysis of surgery to non-surgery,, not to 

a specific method of non-surgery
• Compliance therefore is irrelevant in that “no 

treatment” is an equally valid form on non-surgery
• I assessed this as low risk



HOW DOES THIS CHANGE THE ANALYSIS?

• Under ”other potential sources of bias”
• Zaina in the text specifically states

• “We found no further risks of bias”

• However, in Zaina’s figures 2 and 3 Zaina reports 
this as “unclear risk of bias”
• Justifies it as “insufficient details given”



ZAINA, 2016 FESSLER, 2021



ZAINA, 2016 FESSLER, 2021



OTHER METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

• This report includes only 5 manuscripts in total
• Performs outcomes meta-analysis on only 2, complications on only 1

• Outcome: Meta-analysis on 2 studies is meaningless
• Complications: Reports on only 1 study

• This is certainly not a “systematic review”

• Studies in meta-analysis should have relatively comparable methodology
• These five range from MILD to open fusion/instrumentation
• Follow-up ranges from 6 weeks to 10 years



WHAT IS EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE?

• “Evidence based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of 
current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual 
patients.” (Sackett et al. BMJ 1996)
• It is intended to create a hierarchy of evidence, but not to rationalize a failure to 

evaluate lower level evidence if that evidence is the best available
• IN THIS CONTEXT THE COCHRANE METHODOLOGY IS A MIS-APPLICATION OF 

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE PRINCIPLES IN THE DOMAIN OF MOST SURGICAL 
TRIALS



IMPACT

• What is the potential impact of misleading and potentially biased reports on 
patient care and public health decisions?
• Lumbar stenosis is a painful condition which leads to decreased mobility, 

depression, compromised quality of life, accelerated morbidity and mortality
• Any practicing physician sees first hand the rapid, positive impact of 

decompression
• This is verified by these 5 randomized trials

• Physicians and/or government or private payers who read the report of 
Zaina and deny their patients surgical decompression would certainly be 
doing them a disservice.



SUMMARY

• Cochrane analyses have come to be regarded as the state-of-the-art 
method of unbiased evaluation of published data

• We report
• a detailed evaluation of the Cochrane analysis of Zaina evaluating surgical vs 

non-surgical treatment of lumbar stenosis, 
• the prospective, randomized, controlled studies in their analysis
• the Cochrane analysis tools themselves



CONCLUSIONS

• Unlike what is widely considered the most objective evaluation of clinical 
reports
• What is revealed is a remarkably subjective methodology
• Which is strongly subject to authors biases

• The conclusions of the original published manuscripts cited in the report of 
Zaina are much more reliable than the Cochrane analysis itself

• Like all published manuscripts, Cochrane analysis must be reviewed with 
appropriate skepticism

• Before accepting the validity of the conclusions, readers must:
• Closely analyze and consider the quality of the analyzed data
• The statistics utilized
• The review and Cochrane methodology itself



THANK YOU


